
IP Log for technology.g-eclipse 
Release 1.0 

Licenses 

• Eclipse Public License v1.0 

Third-Party Code 

CQ Third-Party Code License Use 

1698 
JSDL-WG Schemas 1.0 2005/11 

(GridForge) 
GGF License  

1986 
Apache log4j Version: 1.2.13 (PB 

CQ139) 
Apache License, 2.0 unmodified binary  

1988 
com.jcraft.jsch Version: 0.1.31 (PB 

CQ1153) 
New BSD license 

unmodified 

source & binary 

2150 
Apache Commons Logging Jar 

Version: 1.1.1 (PB CQ1907) 
Apache License, 2.0  

2152 
Apache HttpClient 3.1 (PB CQ1765) 

(using Orbit CQ1857) 
Apache License, 2.0  

2153 

Apache Commons Codec Version: 

1.3 (PB CQ1562) (using Orbit 

CQ2103) 

Apache License, 2.0  

2155 

jets3t - Java S3 toolkit Version: 0.6.0 

(excluding nested jar files and PNG 

Image files - top level src.zip only) 

Apache License, 2.0 and 

1 BSD license 
unmodified binary  

2373 

typica Version: v1.3 (*Excluding 

Base64Coder.java file, nested jar 

files & zip files) 

Apache License, 2.0 unmodified binary  

2599 

jets3t - Java S3 toolkit Version: 0.6.1 

(excluding nested jar files and PNG 

Image files - top level src.zip only) 

Apache License, 2.0, 

and 1 BSD license 
unmodified binary  

2886 
JAXB - Impl Version: 2.1.6 (PB 

CQ2664) 

Common Development 

and Distribution 

License, New BSD 

License 

unmodified binary  

2887 JAXB API 2.1.0 (PB CQ2686) 
Common Development 

and Distribution License 
unmodified binary  



2888 
stax-api 1.0.1 Version: jar (PB 

CQ2684) 
Apache License, 2.0 unmodified binary  

3614 
jsch Version: 0.1.37 (using Orbit 

CQ2014) 
New BSD license 

unmodified 

source & binary 

No pre-req dependencies 

Committers 

Past and Present Active 

Name Organization   

Katarzyna Bylec   

Ariel Garcia   

Sylva Girtelschmid   

Harald Gjermundrod   

Markus Knauer Innoopract   

Harald Kornmayer NEC   

Thomas Kockerbauer   

Nicholas Loulloudes   

Mateusz Pabis   

Martin Polak   

Moritz Post Innoopract   

Mathias St?mpert   

Jie Tao   

Ashish Thandavan   

George Tsouloupas   

Mariusz Wojtysiak   

Pawel Wolniewicz   

Contributors and Their Contributions 

Bug Size Description 

Christodoulos Efstathiades (cs.ucy.ac.cy) 

199576 6.1K 
New eu.geclipse.ui.jsdl.test plugin 

new test plugin (zip file with java source inside) 



237908 27.3K 
Want a simple test Port Scan 

Provides a port scan simple test 

237908 17.8K 
Want a simple test Port Scan 

patch for the issues 

237908 9.3K 
Want a simple test Port Scan 

patch to fix the bugs 

242505 13.5K 
Port scan results list doesn't show closed ports 

bug fixes 

Ariel Garcia (kit.edu) 

176939 14.2K 
Security leak: tokens get created with insecure permissions 

SecureFile class and toke creation patches 

179659 33.1K 
[plan] - Implementation of tar support 

Tar package patch 

179659 1.9K 
[plan] - Implementation of tar support 

Small additional patch to apply after the first one 

179659 11.1K 
[plan] - Implementation of tar support 

Test class for the TarEntry class 

181513 985 

Fix for 3.3: implement missing method in 

GridConnectionResourceAdapter 

Add missing method for Eclipse 3.3 

181527 798 

Fix for 3.3: fix AdapterFactoryEditingDomain constructor call in 

JsdlMultiPageEditor 

Fix the AdapterFactoryEditingDomain constructor call 

183526 6.0K 
Unused imports and variables cleanup 

Remove a some unused variables/imports from ui plugin 

183526 2.1K 
Unused imports and variables cleanup 

Remove a few unused variables/imports from jsdl.adapters plugin 

185644 774 
Add VO info to Authentication Tokens view 

Enlarge default size of token info dialog 

194301 2.9K 
Add token type column to Authentication Tokens view 

Add token type column to auth-tokens view 

196564 19.5K 

Add active solution to check the system clock against reference time 

servers 

The TimeChecker class and other core patches 

196564 5.5K 

Add active solution to check the system clock against reference time 

servers 

The TimeChecker_Test class 

196564 1.1K 
Add active solution to check the system clock against reference time 

servers 



A trivial/refactoring patch to .voms 

196564 10.1K 

Add active solution to check the system clock against reference time 

servers 

The CheckSystemTimeSolution class and other ui patches 

203088 4.4K 
Deletion of VO possible, even if there are projects connected to this VO 

Patch which adds check for VO being used in some grid-project 

203513 2.4K 
Process status view missing tooltip 

Patch to add the missing tooltip 

Sylva Girtelschmid (gup.jku.at) 

179020 1.3M 
[plan] Have a generic remote visualization service based on vtk 

Part 1 for VTK plugin 

179020 1.1M 
[plan] Have a generic remote visualization service based on vtk 

Part 2 for VTK plugin 

David Johnson (reading.ac.uk) 

215411 2.9K 
Patch for JobSubmissionWizardBase to fix problem reporting 

Patch for JobSubmissionWizardBase to fix problem reporting 

238494 10.3K 

PATCH: For eu.geclipse.workflow.ui, 

GetJobDescriptionFromFileAction 

Patch for GetJobDescriptionFromFileAction 

238611 2.7K 
PATCH: Re-ordered local filesystem shortcuts in GridFileDialog 

Patch for GridFileDialog 

239049 3.1K 

PATCH: Fix for incorrect joblist in Jobs view of submitted workflows 

in some cases 

GridWorkflow patch 

239095 3.4K 

Workflow submission broken, probably due to WF resource tree 

restructuring 

GridWorkflow patch 

239095 989 

Workflow submission broken, probably due to WF resource tree 

restructuring 

Workflow2Jdl patch 

239113 2.5K 

Workflow job monitoring in Jobs view broken, probably due to WF 

restructuring 

GridJob patch 

239113 1.7K 

Workflow job monitoring in Jobs view broken, probably due to WF 

restructuring 

GridWorkflow patch 

239142 954 

PATCH: Writing out to console when it should not be in 

GetJobDescriptionFromFileAction 

GetJobDescriptionFromFileAction patch 



239170 865 
PATCH: Trivial spelling mistake found in a messages.properties file 

messages.properties patch 

239599 7.1K 
PATCH: Change to Workflow Job Description to refer to a JSDL file 

WF Add JSDL patch Part 1 

239599 2.2K 
PATCH: Change to Workflow Job Description to refer to a JSDL file 

WF Add JSDL patch Part 2 

242009 4.5K 

Add JSDL to Workflow action copies any JSDL into workflows folder 

blindly 

partial fix for bug 242009 

242061 2.5K 

[PATCH] Adding functionality for opening JSDL editor on graphical 

WF jobs 

patch for making OpenWorkflowJobWithJSDLEditor work 

242143 1.1K 

[PATCH] DnD onto an existing graphical WF Job to update property 

link to JSDL file 

WorkflowDiagramDragDropEditPolicy 

242143 5.2K 

[PATCH] DnD onto an existing graphical WF Job to update property 

link to JSDL file 

WorkflowJobEditPart patch 

242143 1.4K 

[PATCH] DnD onto an existing graphical WF Job to update property 

link to JSDL file 

WorkflowDiagramEditor patch 

242143 2.9K 

[PATCH] DnD onto an existing graphical WF Job to update property 

link to JSDL file 

WorkflowJobDragDropEditPolicy patch 

242143 4.4K 

[PATCH] DnD onto an existing graphical WF Job to update property 

link to JSDL file 

JSDLTransferDropTargetListener patch 

242143 6.8K 

[PATCH] DnD onto an existing graphical WF Job to update property 

link to JSDL file 

JSDLDropCommand 

242474 828 

[PATCH] WF Job with no name is populated with JSDL file name 

being DnD'd. 

JSDLDropCommand patch 

243285 5.5K 
[PATCH] Enables DnD creation of a job node in Workflow diagram 

WorkflowDiagramDragDropEditPolicy patch 

243285 1.4K 
[PATCH] Enables DnD creation of a job node in Workflow diagram 

WorkflowEditPart patch 

243288 5.8K 

[PATCH] Enables DnD auto creation of datastaging ports on Workflow 

job 

WorkflowJobDragDropEditPolicy patch 



243513 9.0K 

[PATCH] DnD of JSDL to Workflow diagram creates job and populates 

properties 

WorkflowJobAfterCreateCommand patch 

243513 2.5K 

[PATCH] DnD of JSDL to Workflow diagram creates job and populates 

properties 

WorkflowDiagramDragDropEditPolicy patch 

243592 4.0K 
[PATCH] Further Drag and Drop Enhancements to Workflow Editor 

InputPortAfterCreateCommand patch 

243592 2.2K 
[PATCH] Further Drag and Drop Enhancements to Workflow Editor 

JSDLDropCommand patch 

243592 4.0K 
[PATCH] Further Drag and Drop Enhancements to Workflow Editor 

OutputPortAfterCreateCommand patch 

243592 6.7K 
[PATCH] Further Drag and Drop Enhancements to Workflow Editor 

WorkflowJobAfterCreatedCommand patch 

243592 2.9K 
[PATCH] Further Drag and Drop Enhancements to Workflow Editor 

WorkflowDiagramDragDropEditPolicy patch 

243592 8.1K 
[PATCH] Further Drag and Drop Enhancements to Workflow Editor 

WorkflowJobDragDropEditPolicy patch 

243696 2.4K 
Drag and drop workflow jobs always get created in centre of diagram 

WorkflowDiagramDragDropEditPolicy patch 

243881 6.7K 
Adding JSDL to Workflow doesn't make a copy 

WorkflowJobAfterCreateCommand patch 

243881 3.4K 
Adding JSDL to Workflow doesn't make a copy 

JSDLDropCommand patch 

244373 1.1K 
[PATCH] Enables DnD of multiple JSDLs onto a workflow diagram 

drop target listener patch 

244373 2.3K 
[PATCH] Enables DnD of multiple JSDLs onto a workflow diagram 

diagram edit policy patch 

244508 5.9K 
"Job name is invalid" during workflow submission 

patch for updating actions that copy jsdls to workflow 

245092 4.1K 
Workflow editor displays wrong number of ports from JSDLs 

patch to fix bug description in comment #0 

245092 14.1K 
Workflow editor displays wrong number of ports from JSDLs 

patch to fix bug description in comment #1 

245365 509 
Keybinding conflicts during opening workflow editor 

patch for plugin.xml to resolve keybinding conflict 

245520 13.7K 
Workflow: misbehavior with deleting JSDL files 

updated patch 2 



245878 5.2K 

[PATCH] Enhancement to Workflow editor to auto-calculate 

dependencies 

CalculateJobDependenciesAction patch 

245878 484 

[PATCH] Enhancement to Workflow editor to auto-calculate 

dependencies 

patch for eu.geclipse.workflow.ui.plugin.properties 

245878 2.3K 

[PATCH] Enhancement to Workflow editor to auto-calculate 

dependencies 

patch for eu.geclipse.workflow.ui.plugin.plugin.xml 

247270 4.7K 
Workflow's job overwritten without any question 

WorkflowJobDragDropEditPolicy patch 

247270 3.7K 
Workflow's job overwritten without any question 

patch to GetJobDescriptionFromFileAction in workflow.ui.part 

247611 83.7K 

[PATCH] Enhancements to Workflow editor UI and coupling with 

JSDLs 

workflow.ui patch (updated) 

247611 4.3K 

[PATCH] Enhancements to Workflow editor UI and coupling with 

JSDLs 

WorkflowJobEditPart patch 

248063 8.4K 
[PATCH] Modifications to Calculate Job Dependencies action 

patch to eu.geclipse.workflow.ui 

248615 2.2K 
[PATCH] Improvement to New Workflow Wizard 

wizard patch 

257058 1.2K 
Workflow: can not be submitted 

Fix for bug 257058 

257789 6.1K 
[PATCH] To enable proper use of an additional Workflow port property 

patch for workflow.ui 

258827 20.8K 
[PATCH] Workflow UI actions code cleanup 

workflow UI patch replacement 

Nicholas Loulloudes (cs.ucy.ac.cy) 

182335 27.9K 

Jsdl Editor Update to reflect resource changes from external editors. 

Patch that allows for resource changes from external editor to reflected 

in the Jsdl Editor 

182931 13.2K 
JSDL Editor Adapters Plugin and UI patch 

JSDL Adapters 

182931 46.3K 
JSDL Editor Adapters Plugin and UI patch 

UI Patch to reflect to adapters 

184025 26.9K 
UI Plugin Patch to remove several JSDL editor warning 

Patch file 



184029 18.9K 

Patch for removing warnings from Jsdl Adapters plugin and fixing files 

bug. 

Patch file 

184246 868 
Eclipse workbench editor registry confusion for *.jsdl extensions 

This patch solves the above problem. 

185496 3.2K 
NLS missing and unused messages in g-Eclipse runtime 

Patch for the above warning. 

185579 6.7K 
JSDL multi-page editor does not work 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

185579 4.8K 
JSDL multi-page editor does not work 

patch for eu.geclipse.jsdl.adapters 

188604 85.8K 
JSDL Editor UI Patch - Cosmetical Changes. 

Patch for the above changes. 

190144 1.9K 
Suppressing warnings for autogenerated JSDL Plugins 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl  

190144 1.9K 
Suppressing warnings for autogenerated JSDL Plugins 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.edit 

190777 20.4K 
Patch for JSDL editor - Provides DataStaging functionality 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.ui 

190777 19.2K 
Patch for JSDL editor - Provides DataStaging functionality 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.adapters 

191428 97.2K 
JSDL Editor Patch - Resources Page functionality and bug fixes 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

191428 22.5K 
JSDL Editor Patch - Resources Page functionality and bug fixes 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

192116 1.7K 

JSDL Ecore Model properties do not reflect the new JSDL plugins 

structure. 

Patch for JSDL Ecore Models. 

193000 24.3K 
Jsdl Editor Patch - Functionality enchancement. 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

193000 31.3K 
Jsdl Editor Patch - Functionality enchancement. 

New patch for eu.geclipse.jsdl plugin 

193563 90.0K 
Jsdl Editor Patch (Save operation implementation) 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

193563 137.6K 
Jsdl Editor Patch (Save operation implementation) 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

193954 27.6K 
Patch for Jsdl Editor [Bug Fixes] 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 



193954 12.5K 
Patch for Jsdl Editor [Bug Fixes] 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

194165 48.1K 
Jsdl Editor Bug Fixes 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

194165 29.1K 
Jsdl Editor Bug Fixes 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

194422 56.3K 
Jsdl Editor Patch - General Bug Fixing. 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

194422 22.2K 
Jsdl Editor Patch - General Bug Fixing. 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

194597 6.3K 
Jsdl Editor Patch - General Bug Fixing. 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

194597 5.0K 
Jsdl Editor Patch - General Bug Fixing. 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

194773 2.7K 
Patch for JSDL Editor - Resolves a Bug in the DataStageTypeAdapter 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

194889 1.2K 

Bug in DataStaging Page of the JSDL Editor - Page Blank with no 

DataStage element 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

194912 13.6K 
Patches for JSDL Editor - Provide more comments and Java Doc 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

194912 581 
Patches for JSDL Editor - Provide more comments and Java Doc 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

195524 4.6K 
JSDL Editor Patch - Provides the Overview Page 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

195524 33.5K 
JSDL Editor Patch - Provides the Overview Page 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

196320 33.7K 

Patch for JSDL Editor - Incrases Functionality of the Application Page 

and improves layouts 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

196320 78.7K 

Patch for JSDL Editor - Incrases Functionality of the Application Page 

and improves layouts 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.ui 

197100 13.8K 
[patch] - Fixes Candidate Host bug 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

197100 60.8K 
[patch] - Fixes Candidate Host bug 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui. 

197477 5.4K 
[patch] Jsdl Editor Patch - Fixes Argument and Environment Table 

Bugs 



Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

197477 11.0K 

[patch] Jsdl Editor Patch - Fixes Argument and Environment Table 

Bugs 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

199414 119.9K 
[patch] New DataStagePage 

Patch for: eu.geclipse.jsdl 

199414 163.3K 
[patch] New DataStagePage 

New Patch for eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

199575 47.6K 

[patch] - Edit Button for the Candidate Hosts List in the Resources 

page. 

Patch for plugin: eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

Szymon Mueller (man.poznan.pl) 

198372 24.0K 
Patches for job updaters 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core 

198372 19.8K 
Patches for job updaters 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

201538 3.6K 

Action "update jobs statuses" doesn't download status for DONE, 

ABORTED... jobs 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core 

201538 3.9K 

Action "update jobs statuses" doesn't download status for DONE, 

ABORTED... jobs 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

202154 21.5K 
Patches for Job Scheduler and Jobs View 

Patch for core 

202154 8.6K 
Patches for Job Scheduler and Jobs View 

Patch for ui 

205779 12.0K 
[Patch] Changes in core for test framework 

Patch for geclipse test framework 

205779 7.1K 
[Patch] Changes in core for test framework 

Changes for core 

205779 12.0K 
[Patch] Changes in core for test framework 

Changes in eu.geclipse.core 

205779 12.3K 
[Patch] Changes in core for test framework 

Update for tests framework 

205779 1.4K 
[Patch] Changes in core for test framework 

Small update for test framework 

205779 7.7K 
[Patch] Changes in core for test framework 

Test framework 



205779 4.7K 
[Patch] Changes in core for test framework 

Test Framework 

205779 2.1K 
[Patch] Changes in core for test framework 

Updates test framework 

205779 11.1K 
[Patch] Changes in core for test framework 

Updates for test framework 

205779 3.1K 
[Patch] Changes in core for test framework 

Update for test framework 

206585 9.3K 
Modifications to JobManager and JobStatusUpdater 

Changes to JobManager and JobStatusUpdater 

217456 2.0K 
NullPointerExceptions from job status updater at startup 

patch for core 

225325 15.9K 

eu.geclipse.core.internal.model.JobManager contains two class 

definitions 

Patch which moves JobSchedulerr class to autonomical class 

235810 10.5K 

Job status updater request for token even if user rejected previous 

request 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core 

235810 1.4K 

Job status updater request for token even if user rejected previous 

request 

Patch for eu.geclipse.u 

242513 810 
GRIA storage copy&paste exception 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core.filesystem 

242564 3.2K 
Token request not working for gLite VOs/ SRM 

Patch for eu.geclipse.u 

242681 2.5K 
Error logged when refusin to create GRIA token for Job view (updater) 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria 

244522 21.9K 
Operator Job documentation does not match actual usage 

Patch for user documentation 

244522 294.0K 
Operator Job documentation does not match actual usage 

New documentation for service jobs 

247431 16.9K 
Improve error message when re-mounting a data service 

Patch for eu.geclipse.u 

247653 3.7K 

[plan] Transfer manager (including third party transfer and transfer 

resuming mechanism) 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core 

247653 30.6K 

[plan] Transfer manager (including third party transfer and transfer 

resuming mechanism) 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core.filesystem 



247653 34.3K 

[plan] Transfer manager (including third party transfer and transfer 

resuming mechanism) 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

247653 4.7K 

[plan] Transfer manager (including third party transfer and transfer 

resuming mechanism) 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core 

247653 14.5K 

[plan] Transfer manager (including third party transfer and transfer 

resuming mechanism) 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

247653 23.8K 

[plan] Transfer manager (including third party transfer and transfer 

resuming mechanism) 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core.filesystem 

249735 15.3K 

Flename confict during submission gLite job with SRM input data 

stager 

Patch for jsdl.ui 

252162 2.1K 
Data transfer fails 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

252162 2.8K 
Data transfer fails 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core 

252162 11.8K 
Data transfer fails 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core.filesystem 

255627 2.5K 
TransferRepository throws a NPE on start of g-Eclipse 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core.filesyste 

256107 813 
NullPointerException in JobSheduler after starting g-Eclipse 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core 

256572 12.3K 
Canceling token request during transfer operation results in NPE. 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core.filesyste 

256572 5.5K 
Canceling token request during transfer operation results in NPE. 

Patch for eu.geclipse.u 

256756 3.3K 
Error when 2 jobs are submitted quickly after each other 

Patch for eu.geclipse.cor 

257187 749 
Mounting gsiftp connections fails 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core.filesystem.patc 

257901 18.2K 
Service job framework name/doc refactoring 

patch for eu.geclipse.core 

257901 109.6K 
Service job framework name/doc refactoring 

Patch for eu.geclipse.servicejob 

257901 70.5K 
Service job framework name/doc refactoring 

Patch for eu.geclipse.servicejob.u 



258458 25.8K 

Service job framework and data manament documentation for 

Developers 

Patch for eu.geclipse.doc.isv 

241416 437 
code contribution eu.geclipse.servicejob[.ui] 

comment #2 

Moritz Post (eclipsesource.com) 

237907 5.7K 

Support for VO categories in AWS S3 implementation 

This patch adds support for VO categories to the AWS S3 

implementation 

237907 781 
Support for VO categories in AWS S3 implementation 

Patch to update the eu.geclipse.aws.s3.test plugin 

Romain (isima.fr) 

236583 11.6K 
Implementation of the grid model for PBS 

SSH connection stdin 

Emilia Stamou (cs.ucy.ac.cy) 

179278 94.4K 
Add pages and elements to the JSDL Multi-page Editor 

patch to add pages and elements to JSDL Multi-page Editor 

180479 27.7K 
Some changes to the JSDL Multi-Page Editor 

Some changes to the JSDL Multi-Page Editor 

Jie Tao (ira.uka.de) 

183373 5.6K 
test cases for gvid Messages and FcsCounter 

patch 

185036 11.0K 
a patch or the core preerence test 

patch to be applied 

186176 43.8K 
patch of test classes for eu.geclipse.core 

patch text 

193344 32.9K 
patch for the core test 

the patch text 

193695 17.3K 
patch for core.test 

the patch file 

197098 38.4K 
[patch] patch for core.test 

new version for the patch 

199837 9.0K 
a new plugin in SVN 

the up-to-date version of the attachment 

199989 700 
[patch] add an exported package in core.filesystem 

patch with changes in core.filesystem 

200651 1.3K 
[patch] patch for core.test 

the patch file 



200676 7.5K 
archieve file of the new plug-in eu.geclipse.core.jobs.test 

the classes of the plug-in 

200792 24.5K 
[patch] for eu.geclipse.gvid.test 

the patch file 

200945 15.2K 
Archieve of a new plug-in eu.geclipse.glite.editor.test 

the archive file 

201067 8.6K 
new plug-in in SVN: geclipse.info.test 

the archive file 

201394 3.2K 
[patch] eu.geclipse.core.jobs.test 

the patch file 

201411 4.5K 
[patch] eu.geclipse.gvid.test 

the patch 

203712 908 
[patch] for pugin eu.geclipse.gvid 

the patch file 

203714 4.5K 
[patch] for geclipse.gvid.test 

the patch file 

204225 31.8K 
[patch] tests for core.test 

the patch file 

Neophytos Theodorou (cs.ucy.ac.cy) 

201709 130.3K 
Patch to add copyright and remove some warnings 

Add Copyright and removed some warnings from eu.geclipse.info 

201877 70.9K 
Removed most warnings from eu.geclipse.info 

[patch] Removed most warnings from eu.geclipse.info 

201887 42.5K 
Removed empty method comments 

Removed Empty method javadoc comments 

Nick Tsioutsias (cs.ucy.ac.cy) 

207749 2.7K 
Debugging code in eu.geclipse.info plugin 

Patch for the GlueIndex.java 

208739 20.9K 
Patch for the info system. 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

208739 25.6K 
Patch for the info system. 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

208739 30.2K 
Patch for the info system. 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info 

211426 15.7K 
Some GLUE fields show N/A in the GLUE info view 

patch for the eu.geclipse.glite.info 

211426 4.1K 
Some GLUE fields show N/A in the GLUE info view 

Patch for the eu.geclipse.gridbench 



211426 120.4K 
Some GLUE fields show N/A in the GLUE info view 

Patch for the eu.geclipse.info 

214328 64.7K 
Patch for the info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

214328 621 
Patch for the info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

214328 14.3K 
Patch for the info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info 

214328 960 
Patch for the info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info.test 

214328 4.1K 
Patch for the info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria 

214328 45.4K 
Patch for the info system 

patch for eu.geclipse.gridbench 

214328 645 
Patch for the info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.voms 

214998 35.6K 
Patch of eu.geclipse.info 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

214998 16.3K 
Patch of eu.geclipse.info 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info 

214998 1.9K 
Patch of eu.geclipse.info 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info.test 

214998 10.9K 
Patch of eu.geclipse.info 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria.info 

215345 9.4K 
Patch to show the cream CEs in the submit job dialog 

Support the discovery of cream CEs 

215986 963 
Patch for the info system coded in the all hands meeting 

Patch of the eu.geclipse.launch.glogin 

215986 1.1K 
Patch for the info system coded in the all hands meeting 

Patch of the eu.geclipse.terminal.glogin 

215986 1.0K 
Patch for the info system coded in the all hands meeting 

Patch of the eu.geclipse.worldwind 

215986 1.0K 
Patch for the info system coded in the all hands meeting 

Patch of the eu.geclipse.remotebuilder 

215986 21.2K 
Patch for the info system coded in the all hands meeting 

Patch of the eu.geclipse.info 

215986 1.0K 
Patch for the info system coded in the all hands meeting 

Patch of the eu.geclipse.terminal.ssh 



215986 14.4K 
Patch for the info system coded in the all hands meeting 

Patch of the eu.geclipse.gria.info 

215986 2.7K 
Patch for the info system coded in the all hands meeting 

Patch of the eu.geclipse.glite.info 

216584 4.9K 
Patch to correct bug 216434 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

216584 5.2K 
Patch to correct bug 216434 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info 

216584 2.3K 
Patch to correct bug 216434 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info.test 

216584 7.8K 
Patch to correct bug 216434 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria.info 

216762 892 

Patch to remove null pointer exception when you right click in a gria 

storage service under the vo 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

216767 16.1K 
Gria services should not be defined in core 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

216767 7.3K 
Gria services should not be defined in core 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info 

216767 9.0K 
Gria services should not be defined in core 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria.info 

216881 1.6K 

Patch that fixes the icons displaying which services are supported by 

geclipse 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

216885 986 
Patch for re-enebling the properties in the services. 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

217268 11.2K 
Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

219246 4.0K 
Strange exception from info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

220513 2.7K 
Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

227272 15.0K 
Filter out non filled values in GlueInfoView 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

227763 7.0K 

Patch for infoServicefactory to return an IGridInfoService instead of a 

IExtentedGridInfoService 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

227763 1.0K 
Patch for infoServicefactory to return an IGridInfoService instead of a 

IExtentedGridInfoService 



Patch for eu.geclipse.gria 

228164 1.7K 
The eu.geclipse.info plug-in has UI dependencies 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info 

228164 4.1K 
The eu.geclipse.info plug-in has UI dependencies 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria.info.test 

228164 28.5K 
The eu.geclipse.info plug-in has UI dependencies 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria.info 

228164 47.4K 
The eu.geclipse.info plug-in has UI dependencies 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

228164 163.2K 
The eu.geclipse.info plug-in has UI dependencies 

The new pluging eu.geclipse.info.ui 

229269 828 
Test for CE (applications) of GRIA 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

231048 5.5K 
Add retrieval time in Glue Info view 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

231266 620 
Glue Cache is not fetching elements when we add a new project 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

231504 13.4K 
Implementation for the fetchApplications method of glite info service 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info 

231504 3.4K 
Implementation for the fetchApplications method of glite info service 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

232906 5.1K 
Info system was fetching data many times 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

232906 1.4K 
Info system was fetching data many times 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info.ui 

233419 1.7K 
Patch to update application-fetching 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

233419 3.9K 
Patch to update application-fetching 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info 

233641 10.5K 
Removal of infoService extension point 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

233641 906 
Removal of infoService extension point 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info.ui 

233641 874 
Removal of infoService extension point 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info 

233641 65.8K 
Removal of infoService extension point 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria 

233641 64.5K Removal of infoService extension point 



Patch for eu.geclipse.gria.info 

233641 787 
Removal of infoService extension point 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria.info.test 

233911 7.5K 

NullPointerException during fetching "Computing" for just created 

GridProject 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

233911 5.0K 

NullPointerException during fetching "Computing" for just created 

GridProject 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info.ui 

234337 1.8K 

When I have the gria site editor open and I restart geclipse many Views 

fail 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria.ui 

234356 7.3K 
Adding text in help 

patch for eu.geclipse.doc.user 

236427 1.0K 
Patches for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.aws 

236427 9.5K 
Patches for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info.test 

236427 128.8K 
Patches for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info 

236427 2.9K 
Patches for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria 

236427 4.3K 
Patches for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info.ui 

236427 24.1K 
Patches for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

236427 4.4K 
Patches for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

237450 3.9K 
Patch for the info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

237450 4.1K 
Patch for the info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info.ui 

237751 1.9K 
Make GridGlueComputing a wrapper element 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info.ui 

237751 8.0K 
Make GridGlueComputing a wrapper element 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

238100 3.8K 
Strange dependency of information system between grid projects 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 



238100 2.3K 
Strange dependency of information system between grid projects 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info.ui 

239262 4.8K 

The AbstractVirtualOrganization should utilize the "categories" 

infrastructure of a VO tree 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core 

239262 5.2K 

The AbstractVirtualOrganization should utilize the "categories" 

infrastructure of a VO tree 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core 

240310 2.5K 
Patch for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.co 

240310 4.2K 
Patch for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info 

240310 3.8K 
Patch for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

240781 17.1K 
Show GRIA applications under application folder in grid project 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria 

240781 2.8K 
Show GRIA applications under application folder in grid project 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

240781 2.3K 
Show GRIA applications under application folder in grid project 

GridGlueServiceApplication.java 

240787 2.6K 
Job services do not appear when you try to submit a GRIA job 

Patch for eu.geclipse.core 

241092 7.5K 
Patches for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.info 

241092 6.2K 
Patches for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria 

241092 8.9K 
Patches for info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

242368 5.0K 
Cannot change keystore for GRIA VO 

patch for eu.geclipse.core 

242368 1.1K 
Cannot change keystore for GRIA VO 

Patch for eu.geclipse.aws 

242368 857 
Cannot change keystore for GRIA VO 

patch for eu.geclipse.aws.ec2 

242368 841 
Cannot change keystore for GRIA VO 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

242368 1.5K 
Cannot change keystore for GRIA VO 

Patch for eu.geclipse.glite.ui 



242368 6.9K 
Cannot change keystore for GRIA VO 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria 

246560 667 

Excpetion thrown when we click on a glite storage element and we have 

the properties view activated 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

248918 6.4K 
The dialogs of the simple tests should use relative layout 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

257375 725 
Added documention in info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.doc.isv.patch 

257375 7.5K 
Added documention in info system 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

257507 10.0K 
"Unknown" GRIA services do not show up in the services tree 

Patch for eu.geclipse.gria 

257507 6.7K 
"Unknown" GRIA services do not show up in the services tree 

Patch for eu.geclipse.info 

257507 7.4K 
"Unknown" GRIA services do not show up in the services tree 

Patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

257867 11.5K 
Documentation for info system in geclipse 

Patch for eu.geclipse.doc.isv 

257867 1.0K 
Documentation for info system in geclipse 

patch for eu.geclipse.doc.user 

Mariusz Wojtysiak (man.poznan.pl) 

178494 12.3K 
GridJobDetailsView as multiview - 1st version with general section 

Patch to apply in SVN repository 

178516 7.2K 
GridJobDetailsView with details labels 

Patch to apply 

179707 1.0K 
Extended IGridJobDescription 

patch to apply - before our today meeting 

179708 24.6K 
Properties view - 1st version using standard eclipse prop-view 

patch to apply - before our today meeting 

180625 26.8K 

Properties for: IGridConnection, JSDLJobDescription, 

IGridJobDescription 

Patch to apply 

180910 21.4K 
[plan] Jobs viewer for browsing and filtering jobs 

First version of filters for Jobs View. 

180910 59.6K 

[plan] Jobs viewer for browsing and filtering jobs 

Previously patch (72018), additionally contains missing package 

dialogs.ConfigureFilters 



180910 3.4K 
[plan] Jobs viewer for browsing and filtering jobs 

Patch fixing bug: "filter is not changed from toolbar-menu" 

180910 50.8K 
[plan] Jobs viewer for browsing and filtering jobs 

Patch with: new widget DateTimeText; filter "Job submission time" 

180910 103.8K 
[plan] Jobs viewer for browsing and filtering jobs 

Patch with: filter "Job submission time" 

180916 11.1K 
Properties for IVirtualOrganization and VomsVirtualOrganization 

patch to apply 

181890 78.1K 
Fixed properties blinking. Properties use generic types. 

Patch to apply 

182929 56.6K 

Properties as extension point; removed dependencies to eu.geclipse.glite 

and eu.geclipse.voms 

Fourth path: without changes in plugin.xml (I will create next path with 

plugin.xml) 

182929 11.1K 

Properties as extension point; removed dependencies to eu.geclipse.glite 

and eu.geclipse.voms 

Previously I removed also 3 files from ui.properties, but probably it 

wasn't tracked in patch 

182929 2.3K 

Properties as extension point; removed dependencies to eu.geclipse.glite 

and eu.geclipse.voms 

Patch with changes in plugin.xml and manifest file 

183148 1.7K 

"Null pointer exception" occurs in JSDLJobDescription.getInput() and 

getOutput() 

Patch to apply 

183378 14.7K 
Properties for jsdl are developed in eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

Patch, which removes properties for jsdl from eu.geclipse.ui 

183378 14.3K 
Properties for jsdl are developed in eu.geclipse.jsdl.ui 

Patch, which add properties for jsdl to eu.geclipse.jsdl.editor 

183796 38.6K 
JobDetailsView - after code cleanup 

Patch with corrected package name 

184224 3.1K 

Text in multiline property should be wrapped. Both windows and linux 

new line characters should be detected in label decorator 

Patch with fix to apply 

184265 3.9K 
JsdlJobDescription always return null in CpuArchitecute and OSName 

Patch to apply 

185943 904 
IJobManagerl.findChild( final IPath path ) needed 

Patch to apply 

185943 620 
IJobManagerl.findChild( final IPath path ) needed 

Patch, which mark ResourceGridContainer.getName() as final 



185945 32.0K 
GridJobDetails: section for JsdlJobDescription, filter for empty values 

patch to apply 

186548 30.7K 
Properties for remote resources (IGridConnectionElement) 

Patch to apply 

186548 1.5K 
Properties for remote resources (IGridConnectionElement) 

Second patch for eu.geclipse.voms.ui 

186550 764 
NullPointerException in JSDLJobDescription.getJobDescription() 

Patch to apply 

186770 4.9K 
JobDetailsView with scrollbar + fixed problems with layout 

Patch to apply 

187474 801 

Properties for remote resources: Don't show attributes when there are no 

attributes available in filesystem 

Patch, which hide property attributes, where are empty 

187804 4.7K 
Cheat sheet "Copying files between local machine and grid" 

Patch to apply 

187804 2.6K 

Cheat sheet "Copying files between local machine and grid" 

Patch with cheat-sheet after changes after Mathias' changes during 

creating connection. 

188225 5.6K 

Changes in sheet-cheats "Create a Job" and "Creating a new Grid 

Project" 

Patch to apply 

189087 740 

JUnit test for properties 

Path containg small change in ui.properties needed by test (allowing to 

show properties for non geclipse object) 

189087 5.5K 
JUnit test for properties 

Patch containg test 

194892 6.6K 

NullPointerException from job filter 

The same patch as previous, with additional Menu item "Configure 

filters" 

194893 1.0K 
The job status filter of the job view seems not to do anything 

Patch, which hide "Job filters" functionality 

195483 12.5K 

Properties for JsdlJobDescription were deleted together with 

eu.geclipse.jsdl.editor plugin 

Patch, which restores properties for JsdlJobDescription 

Harald Gjermundrod (cs.ucy.ac.cy) 

193555 100.9K 
New operator perspective 

A new batch without the bin 

194428 3.6K 
Update to the Operator Perspective 

The outline view is added to the perspective 



203439 714 
Unnesessary items in context menu of Authentication View 

This fixes it on Mac, try it that it doesn't break on other platforms 

kyriakos (gmail.com) 

215125 73.5K 
Batch service view is really slugish with medium sized site 

New GUI to enhance performance 

215125 120.6K 
Batch service view is really slugish with medium sized site 

Solving the last issues 

215125 15.3K 
Batch service view is really slugish with medium sized site 

fixing the last issues 

215125 15.3K 
Batch service view is really slugish with medium sized site 

a small change :) 

245680 4.7K 
The Batch editor layout is not re-organized while adding a new queue. 

layout problem fixed 

yifan zhou (iwr.fzk.de) 

190798 76.8K 
The third patch for application deployment 

the fifth path 

198364 9.2K 
Three patchs for application deployment 

the patch for eu.geclipse.core 

198364 124.6K 
Three patchs for application deployment 

a new patch for ui 

201410 36.1K 
the new patch for eu.geclipse.ui 

patch 

Repositories 

The information contained in this log was generated by using commit information from 

the following repositories: 

/technology/eu.geclipse 

 


